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Abstract

Recently, declining states have tried to preempt power shifts
by offering concessions to rising states before any power tran-
sition occurs. However, no theoretical models explain this
behavior. Are such agreements credible in the long run?
We develop an infinite horizon bargaining game in which
power shifts are endogenous and costly. When the rising
state can credibly threaten to shift power but the cost is
restrictive, the declining state offers immediate concessions.
In response, the rising state does not invest in weapons;
although shifting power yields further concessions, the ad-
ditional gain does not cover the cost of development. Thus,
equilibrium settlements reflect both realized and unrealized
power. Interestingly, the rising state maximizes its payoff
when the investment cost is palpable, not when it is near
zero. We then apply these findings to the United States’ on-
going negotiations with Iran over the latter’s alleged nuclear
weapons program.
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1 Introduction

On September 25, 2009, U.S. President Barack Obama gave the following
warning to Iran at a G20 summit:

Iran must comply with U.N. Security Council resolutions and
make clear it is willing to meet its responsibilities as a mem-
ber of the community of nations. We have offered Iran a clear
path toward greater international integration if it lives up to its
obligations, and that offer stands. But the Iranian government
must now demonstrate through deeds its peaceful intentions or
be held accountable to international standards and international
law. (Obama 2009)

For the past few years, Western powers have extended such olive branches to
Iran, offering various enticements if Iran ends its (assumed) nuclear weapons
program. It is still unclear whether Iran will eventually yield. However, if
past offers are any indication, any deal will take the form of a quid-pro-quo,
in which Iran receives concessions, dismantles its program, and continues to
receive those concessions in the future.

The United States has maintained a similar strategy with North Korea.
In early 2012, the U.S. and North Korea finalized a food-for-nukes agree-
ment, which called for the North to end its nuclear weapons program and
suspend long-range missile tests in exchange for hundreds of thousands of
metric tons of food. Whether both states will abide by this deal remains in
doubt.

Regardless, similar agreements have worked in the past. During the Cold
War, many American allies threatened to develop their own nuclear deter-
rent. The United States reassured these states by publicly extending the
American nuclear umbrella and developing their civilian nuclear programs.
More recently, Libya ended its nuclear weapons and chemical weapons pro-
grams in early 2004, and the United States resumed foreign direct aid in re-
turn. Five years later, the United States suspended development of a missile
defense grid in Eastern Europe, and Russia reciprocated by allowing NATO
access to Russian shipping lanes to supply the war effort in Afghanistan.
Accommodation led to each of these concessions, not realized power.

These cases present two puzzles. From a theoretical standpoint, cur-
rent bargaining models of shifting power (Fearon 1995; Powell 1999, 115-
148; Chadefaux 2011; Debs and Monteiro 2010) do not predict “butter-
for-bombs” settlements, in which one state drops its weapons programs in
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exchange for immediate benefits. Instead, a rising state’s realized power
drives concessions from the declining state. Yet, in practice, declining states
bribe rising states not to build arms. The potential for future power yields
concessions, and those concessions guarantee that the future power remains
unrealized.1

From a policy perspective, it is unclear why such butter-for-bombs set-
tlements are sustainable. Both sides appear to face commitment problems.
The United States would only want to offer Iran immediate concessions if
Iran ends its program in return. However, Iran could take the those con-
cessions and continue constructing nuclear weapons anyway. If the United
States is worried Iran will adopt such a strategy, it might never give the
concessions necessary to induce Iran to end its program. Meanwhile, with-
out any physical power to enforce the agreement, Iran must be concerned
that the United States’ concessions are temporary. Thus, even if there exist
settlements that leave both sides better off, credible commitment problems
may lead to power shifts anyway.

The critical insight missing from the theoretical and policy discussions is
the cost of building and maintaining weapons. These costs can be substan-
tial, especially in the case of nuclear bombs.2 Many models of shifting power
fail to incorporate these costs. Yet bombs do not grow on trees. Rising states
must make active investments to construct weapons, which provide indirect
benefits. Thus, bargaining during a power shift has two possible sources of
inefficiency: the destruction of war and economic diversion toward building
bombs. Due to these costs, peaceful and Pareto-improving agreements exist
in which the rising state never builds. However, it is unclear whether such
agreements can credibly persist through time.

In this paper, we develop a formal model of costly power shifts that shows
that butter-for-bombs settlements can be sustainable in the long term, even
if the rising state can freely renege. Depending on the parameters, the
interaction ends in one of three ways. First, if the extent of the power shift
is too great, the declining state can credibly threaten preventive war, which
in turn makes the rising state’s threat to build weapons incredible. Likewise,

1The formal models of preventive war match realists’ expectations of state behavior.
During the negotiations over nuclear missiles in the Soviet successor states, Mearsheimer
(1993) argued that the Ukraine needed a nuclear deterrent to discourage future conflict
with Russia. Securities from the West lacked credibility, and Russia could not believably
pledge peaceful relations into the future. Only raw Ukranian power could dissuade Russia
from invading.

2See Kroenig 2009; Gartzke and Jo 2009; Paul 2000, 119; Schwartz 1998; Cirincione
2005.
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if the rising state’s cost of building is too high, the declining state knows
the rising state will never build. Either way, the declining state can offer
the rising state no concessions and still induce acceptance. The outcome
mirrors a world in which the rising state had no ability to shift power.

Second, if the cost of shifting power is low, the declining state cannot
cheaply buy off the rising state. As a result, the declining state chooses to
shortchange the rising state initially, forcing the rising state to shift power.
Afterward, the declining state makes great concessions. The declining state
could still induce the rising state not to build here, but it simply profits
more from stealing as much as it can upfront. Put differently, the declining
state’s opportunism–not the rising state’s opportunism–leads to the shift in
power.

Finally, if the cost to build falls into a middle range, the declining state
optimally offers immediate concessions to the rising state. The rising state
accepts those concessions in the present and continuously in the future.
Although the rising state could build and force the declining state to give
yet more concessions, those additional concessions do not cover the cost of
building. Thus, the rising state extracts concessions using unrealized power
and maintains the status quo because of the attractiveness of future offers,
which in turn allays the fears of the declining state.

Interestingly, if the cost of building must be strictly greater than zero,
the rising state earns its greatest payoff in this final range. One might
intuitively believe that the rising state fares best when the cost of building
is extremely small. However, any shift in power is inefficient because the cost
of weapons is a deadweight loss. If the rising state builds, it must recoup
this loss by receiving larger offers in the future. But this causes the declining
state to drastically reduce its offers prior to the shift, which in turn shrinks
the rising state’s payoff. As such, the outcome in which costs are palpable
Pareto dominates the outcomes in which costs are smaller, thus providing a
rational explanation for arms treaties and monitoring institutions.

This paper contains five additional sections. The next section reviews
existent models of shifting power and explains why they fail to capture
the butter-for-bombs outcomes we observe empirically. The third section
defines the bargaining game; in equilibrium, declining states and rising states
reach peaceful, stable agreements if the cost to shift power falls within a
certain range. The fourth section applies the results to the Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and explains why so few states have developed
nuclear weapons in the past 70 years. The fifth section expands the model
to show that the rising state benefits from artificially inflating the cost to
build, thereby explaining why potential rising states agree to treaties on
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other forms of weapons of mass destruction. Finally, the conclusion reviews
the paper’s results and suggests extensions for future research.

2 Shifting Power: An Overview

The topic of shifting power has long been popular in international relations.3

This section explores the formal developments on the subject in the past
twenty years and highlights some missing dynamics in these models.

Note that our interest here is whether non-arming equilibria exist with
asymmetric arming capabilities. If both sides were capable of arming, we
already have causal mechanisms which explain unarmed settlements. Specif-
ically, these types of situations resemble iterated prisoner’s dilemmas. Ef-
ficient equilibria exist in which neither state chooses to arm in any period,
as doing so sets off the rival’s grim trigger and results in arming in all fu-
ture periods (Axelrod 1984). However, in the historical examples from the
introduction, rising states opt not to build in exchange for concessions. Put
differently, carrots lead to efficient settlements, not the threat of a bigger
stick. As such, we limit the scope of the discussion to situations in which
only one side can invest in weapons, and thus only carrots can be used to
deter building.

2.1 Exogenous and Endogenous Power Shifts

In the classic shifting power setup, the rising state’s growth is exogenous to
the model.4 Preventive war breaks out if the power shift is large compared
to the declining state’s cost of preventive war. But if the extent of the power
shift is small compared to that cost, the declining state offers a small amount
to the rising state in the present before making greater concessions in the
future.

Note that these outcomes do not match the negotiation behavior de-
scribed in the introduction. Due to the exogenous nature of the shift, butter-
for-bombs agreements are ruled out by assumption. Instead, the declining
state delays concessions for as long as possible in the peaceful outcomes, and
the rising state’s realized power leads to concessions later on.

3Theories of shifting power appear as old as Thucydides and have been abundant
in the recent past. A non-exhaustive list of informal models of shifting power includes
Morgenthau 1960, Organski 1968, Organski and Kugler 1980, Waltz 1979, Gilpin 1981,
Howard 1983, Van Evera 1984, Van Evera 1999, Kennedy 1987, Levy 1987, Schweller 1992,
Copeland 2000, Mearsheimer 2001, and Lee 2008.

4Fearon 1995; Powell 1999, 115-148; Powell 2006.
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Recently, Chadefaux critiqued this exogeneity assumption, noting that
states have active control over their military allocations.5 His model en-
dogenizes the power shift and shows that peace results if the rising power
can limit its future strength. Just as in the exogenous models, the declining
state has to make concessions to match the rising state’s power in the future.
Consequently, the declining state still chooses to declare preventive war if
it prefers an inefficient war today to a disadvantageous (but efficient) peace
tomorrow. However, because preventive war strikes the rising state at its
weakest point, the states agree to limit the extent of the power shift so as
to convince the declining state not to intervene.

A host of research has since explored the implications of endogenous
power shifts (Bas and Coe 2010, Leventoglu 2011, Kartal and Ohls 2011). Of
particular interest here, Debs and Monteiro (2010) expand on Chadefaux’s
endogenous model by factoring in the costs of power in a two-period game.6

When the costs are too great, the declining state cannot credibly threaten
to shift power, and thus the potential of a power shift has no bearing on the
bargaining process. When costs are low, depending on the declining state’s
ability to monitor the rising state, the rising state may or may not build
and the declining state may or may not intervene. Regardless, the limited
time frame of the interaction ultimately precludes the possibility of butter-
for-bombs settlements, as the rising state must build in the first period to
receive concessions in the second.

2.2 Building a New Model

The previous models fail to explain the empirical phenomenon of butter-
for-bombs bargaining. To make settlement possible, we must maintain the
endogenous power shifts Chadefaux introduced. And to encourage the rising
state not to build, we must keep power costly as in the Debs and Monteiro
model.

A more suitable model, however, must include the following two modi-
fications. First, the bargaining process must persist over time. The rising
state cannot face a now-or-never opportunity to build weapons. If this were
the case, the declining state would have to offer the rising state an amount
at the endgame that reflects the rising state’s power at that point. As a
result, the rising state would be forced to build beforehand if it wished to
compel concessions. By making the game take place over an infinite horizon,

5Chadefaux 2011.
6For justification on why weapons should be costly, see Powell (1993), who describes

the “guns versus butter” tradeoff.
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the rising state can continuously threaten the declining state with a power
shift if the declining state’s offers are insufficient in the pre-shift world.

Second, the declining state must make its offers to the rising state before
the rising state decides whether to build. This strategic concern is absent
from the Chadefaux and Debs and Monteiro models. In the Chadefaux
model, the “offer” is both a portion of the bargaining object today and a
distribution of power tomorrow. The Debs and Monteiro model, meanwhile,
moves the rising state’s investment decision to the beginning of the game. As
a result, the remainder of the negotiations are predicated around the rising
state’s choice. To analyze the possibility of butter for bombs agreements,
we need the opposite ordering.

Put differently, the model we construct must not contain any enforce-
ment mechanisms. In dealing with Iran’s nuclear weapons program, many
pundits worry that if the United States offers concessions to Iran, Iran may
take those concessions and proliferate anyway. It would be easy to reach sta-
ble agreements if states could develop quid-pro-quo bargaining mechanisms
in which the rising state receives concessions only if it forgoes building. Thus,
to stack the deck against immediate concessions, we leave the declining state
strategically vulnerable to the rising state’s duplicity.

Nevertheless, the game developed in the next section allows for coop-
erative agreements without shifts in power. When the declining state can
credibly threaten war, the rising state chooses not to build, which allows
the declining state to offer no concessions. Likewise, when the rising state’s
cost to build is too great, shifting power remains an incredible threat, and
the declining state again offers no concessions. But even when the rising
state can credibly threaten to build, the declining state offers immediate
concessions as long as that cost remains relatively prohibitive. The rising
state accepts those concessions and then never builds.

3 The Model

This section defines the model and explores its equilibria. Due to the large
number of parameters, we limit our discussion here to specific parameter
spaces. The equilibria we address are representative of the parameter space
as a whole, and we give a complete proof of all propositions in the appendix.
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3.1 Strategic Environment and Payoffs

Consider an infinite period game between two actors, D (the declining state)
and R (the rising state), as illustrated in Figure 1.7 The states bargain over
a good standardized to value 1. There are four states of the world: the
pre-shift bargaining state, the post-shift bargaining state, the pre-shift war
state, and the post-shift war state.

The game begins in the first period in the pre-shift bargaining state. In
that state, D makes a temporary offer xt ∈ [0, 1] to R, where t denotes the
period. R accepts, rejects, or builds in response. If R rejects, the game
transitions into the pre-shift war state, which is an absorbing state. R
wins the war with probability pR ∈ [0, 1) while D wins with complementary
probability. The victor of the war receives the good for all future periods, but
the states pay respective costs cD, cR > 0 in each future period regardless.8

If R accepts, the period ends. R receives xt for the period while D
receives 1 − xt. The game then returns to the pre-shift bargaining stage,
where D makes another temporary offer xt+1.

If R builds, it pays a cost k > 0 to begin constructing the new weapons.
D then decides whether to initiate a preventive war or advance to the post-
shift state of the world. Preventive war transitions the game into the same
pre-shift war state, as though R had rejected D’s offer xt. If D advances,
the period ends, R receives xt for the period while D receives 1−xt, and the
game transitions into the post-shift bargaining state. Similar to before, D
makes an offer xt+1 to R. If R accepts, the period ends, R receives xt+1 for
the period, D receives 1− xt+1 for the period, and the game returns to the
beginning of the post-shift bargaining state, where D makes another offer
xt+2. If R rejects, the game transitions into the post-shift war state, which
is also an absorbing state. Here, R prevails with probability p′R ∈ (pR, 1], D
wins with probability 1− p′R, the victor controls the entire good for the rest
of time, and the sides still pay their respective costs cD, cR.

The states share a common discount factor δ ∈ (0, 1). Thus, the states
discount period t’s share of the good and costs paid by δt−1.

To maintain tractability, we impose the assumption that pR − cR > 0.9

We also scale all expected utilities by 1−δ, which maintains the proper pref-

7We use these labels as a convention from the literature. In the game, the rising state
rarely rises and the declining state rarely declines.

8The results are the same if costs are only paid in the period of fighting. Moreover,
the proof is identical except that we must substitute ci with c′i, where c′i = ci

1−δ .
9Relaxing this does not change the substantive outcomes but requires the proof to

cover many more special cases in which D offers the maximum of 0 and pR − cR. Thus,
for simplicity, we rule these cases out.
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erences over lotteries. This transformation simplifies the upcoming proof.

3.2 Equilibrium

Since this is a dynamic game with an infinite number of periods, we restrict
our analysis to stationary Markov perfect equilibria (MPE):

Definition: A stationary Markov perfect equilibrium is a sub-
game perfect equilibrium in which players’ strategies are only a
function of the state of the world.

In particular, the strategies players select in a stationary Markov perfect
equilibrium cannot be a function of the history of players’ strategies. How-
ever, the players’ strategies can affect the state of the world, which can in
turn affect strategy selection. In terms of this game, R’s decision to build
moves the actors into the post-shift state of the world if D does not prevent,
and the actors’ strategies will rightly change after the shift in the balance
of power.

Before stating the main results, a couple lemmas will prove useful:

Lemma 1: In every stationary MPE, in every post-shift period,
D offers xt = p′R − cR, and R accepts.

The appendix provides a complete proof of Lemma 1. However, the intu-
ition is a straightforward application of Fearon’s seminal bargaining game.
Since war creates deadweight loss to the system, D can always offer enough
to satisfy R, and the optimal acceptable offer is preferable to war for D as
well. Thus, D offers just enough to induce R to accept, and D keeps all of
the surplus. In particular, R earns p′R − cR and D earns 1− p′R + cR for the
rest of time, and peace prevails in the post-shift state of the world.

Lemma 2: In every stationary MPE, D prevents if xt >
pR+cD−δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ .

Consider D’s response to R building. If D prevents, it earns 1− pR− cD
from that period forward. If it does not prevent, the game transitions into
the post-shift state of the world. Using the continuation value from Lemma
1, D earns (1− xt)(1− δ) + δ(1− p′R + cR). Therefore, D must prevent if:

1− pR − cD > (1− xt)(1− δ) + δ(1− p′R + cR)

xt >
pR + cD − δ(p′R − cR)

1− δ
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Figure 1: The model. All payoffs listed are for the period, though the war
outcomes lock in their respective payoffs every period for the rest of time.
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We are now ready for the first proposition.

Proposition 1: If δ > cD+cR
p′R−pR

, D offers xt = pR − cR in the

unique stationary MPE. R accepts these offers and never builds.

Note that we may rewrite δ > cD+cR
p′R−pR

as p′R > pR + cD+cR
δ . When this

holds, the power shift is essentially “too hot.” If R were to build, D would
respond with preventive war. As a result, the threat of D’s stick makes R’s
threat to build incredible. In turn, D can treat the bargaining problem as
though R cannot build. Consequently, the declining state offers xt = pR−cR
(the amount R would receive in a static bargaining game), R accepts, and
the states avoid war.10

The appendix contains a complete proof. Intuitively, we derive the crit-
ical value of δ by finding the value for which D prefers preventive war if it
offers xt = pR − cR and R attempts to build:

1− pR − cD > (1− pR + cR)(1− δ) + δ(1− p′R + cR)

δ >
cD + cR
p′R − pR

This is the critical value of δ presented in Proposition 1.

Proposition 2: If δ < k
k+p′R−pR

, D offers xt = pR − cR in the

unique stationary MPE. R accepts these offers and never builds.

Note that we may rewrite δ < k
k+p′R−pR

as p′R < pR + k(1−δ)
δ . In this

case, the power shift is “too cold” for the rising state to invest in weapons.
The declining state observes that the rising state does not have a credible
threat to build and therefore offers the same concessions it would offer if
power were static. As a result, though for different reasons, the observable
outcome for these parameters are the same as the outcome for Proposition
1’s parameters.

The full proof appears in the appendix. We derive the critical value of δ
by finding the value for which the rising state will not build in response to
xt = pR − cR:

10The fact that preventive war does not occur here should be unsurprising since the game
has complete information and power shift is observable and endogenous (Chadefaux 2011).
With unobservable power shifts, we would see preventive war with positive probability
(Debs and Monteiro 2010).
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pR − cR > (pR − cR)(1− δ) + δ(p′R − cR)− k(1− δ)

δ <
k

k + p′R − pR
This is the critical value of δ presented in Proposition 2.
We break up the remaining non-knife edge parameter space into four

cases. For Proposition 3, we assume that δ > pR−cR+k
p′R−cR+k

and k >
δ(p′R−pR+cD+cR)

(1−δ) .

The first assumption means that R never prefers rejecting to a successful
power shift, even if D offers R nothing during the pre-shift periods. The sec-
ond assumption implies D earns more from engaging in a butter-for-bombs
settlement than it does from earning its war payoff in the pre-shift stage.
We believe the other cases are theoretically uninteresting and therefore save
the proofs for the appendix.

Proposition 3: If δ and k meet the above assumptions and
k > δ(p′R − cR), the declining state offers xt = p′R − cR −

k(1−δ)
δ

in all pre-shift periods in the unique stationary MPE; the rising
state accepts and never builds. If k < δ(p′R − cR), the declining
state offers xt = 0 in the pre-shift periods and the rising state
builds in the unique stationary MPE.

Moving outside the parameters of Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 leaves
the world “just right” for a power shift. Nevertheless, if the corresponding
investment remains relatively costly, the declining state prefers making im-
mediate concessions. If the rising state were to build in response, it would
receive additional concessions in the post-shift state of the world. However,
those additional concessions do not cover the costs of building, which in turn
convinces the rising state to accept the original offer. On the other hand, if
the investment cost is low, the declining state prefers taking as much as it
can at the beginning before acceding to the rising power afterward.

Throughout this proof, when R is indifferent between accepting and re-
jecting or building, we assume it accepts with probability 1.11 Also, when-
ever referring to a deviation in period t, we standardize the expected utilities
into period t’s units.

To prove Proposition 3, suppose there exists a stationary MPE in which
D offers x∗t . Begin by finding R’s response to an offer xt in a pre-shift

period. R cannot reject any xt < p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ . To see this, suppose

11However, this is a result, not an assumption. The appendix demonstrates the unique-
ness for each of the lemmas and propositions.
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R rejected such an xt. Then a one-shot deviation to building in period t
strictly improves R’s payoff. The parameters for Proposition 3 imply that
D does not prevent in such a scenario. Therefore, the deviation is profitable
for R if:

δ(p′R − cR)− k(1− δ) > pR − cR

δ >
pR − cR + k

p′R − cR + k

This holds for Proposition 3’s parameters. So R cannot reject xt <
p′R − cR −

k(1−δ)
δ .

Moreover, R cannot accept xt < p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ . Again, suppose not,

and let V (accept) be R’s continuation value for accepting under x∗. Then
R is only willing to accept if:

(1− δ)xt + δV (accept) ≥ (1− δ)xt + δ(p′R − cR)− k(1− δ)

V (accept) ≥ p′R − cR −
k(1− δ)

δ

R cannot obtain that value in a stationary MPE through accepting offers
from D; if R were accepting here, then D could make an offer xt < p′R −
cR − k(1−δ)

δ which R is still willing to accept but is strictly better for D. So
R must obtain that value from building. But in that case, D’s continuation
value must be no more than 1 − (p′R − cR −

k(1−δ)
δ ), which means D earns

more by making an offer xt < p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ that R accepts. So R must

build in response to xt < p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ .

R cannot reject xt > p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ . Note that because R can always

reject and lock-in a payoff of pR− cR, it must be that V (accept) ≥ pR− cR.
Using the equality as a lower bound, accepting is better than rejecting if:

(1− δ)xt + δ(p′R − cR) > pR − cR
xt > pR − cR

Recall that xt > p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ . Thus, the inequality holds if:

p′R − cR −
k(1− δ)

δ
> pR − cR

δ >
k

k + p′R − pR
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This is true. Therefore, R cannot reject xt > p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ .

Alternatively, R could build in response. This is not optimal for R if D
prevents in response, since R could lock in its war payoff by rejecting and
not pay the cost to build. If D advances to the next period, R accepts if:

(1− xt) + δ(p′R − cR)− k(1− δ) > xt(1− δ) + δV (accept)

V (accept) ≥ p′R − cR −
k(1− δ)

δ

Otherwise, R builds.
Now consider D’s decision. It cannot be the case that x∗t > p′R − cR −

k(1−δ)
δ . D could make a one-shot deviation to offering the midpoint between

that xt and x∗t in period t. Since this offer is still strictly greater than

p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ , R must accept. This is a profitable deviation for D, as D

keeps slightly more in period t and maintains its same payoff in all future
periods.

It also cannot be the case that x∗t ∈ (0, p′R − cR − k(1−δ)
δ ). R builds

in response. But D can make a one-shot deviation in period t to offering
xt = 0. R still builds and D still does not prevent, so D earns the same
payoff for all future periods. However, D keeps slightly more in period t,
which makes this a profitable deviation.

Therefore, x∗t must be 0 or p′R − cR − k(1−δ)
δ . If D offers xt = 0, R

builds, D does not prevent, and D earns 1− δ + δ(1− p′R + cR). If D offers

xt = p′R− cR−
k(1−δ)
δ , R accepts, and D earns 1− p′R + cR + k(1−δ)

δ . In turn,

D optimally offers p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ if the following holds:

1− p′R + cR +
k(1− δ)

δ
> 1− δ + δ(1− p′R + cR)

k > δ(p′R − cR)

So if these parameters hold, in the unique stationary MPE, D offers
x∗t = p′R − cR −

k(1−δ)
δ in the pre-shift periods, and R accepts.

By analogous argument, if k < δ(p′R−cR), D offers x∗t = 0 in the pre-shift
periods in the unique stationary MPE, thereby forcing R to build.

3.3 Numerical Example

To illustrate the logic of the butter-for-bombs equilibrium, consider the fol-
lowing specific environment. Let pR = .2, p′R = .5, cD = .3, cR = .1,
δ = .9, and k = 1. These values fit the parameters for Proposition 3, and
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Figure 2: The pre-shift and post-shift balances of power. The figure is drawn
to scale for the numerical example. In equilibrium, R receives p′R−cR−

k(1−δ)
δ

(the dashed line) in every period, and D receives the remainder.

the cost k meets the threshold that induces the declining state to propose a
butter-for-bombs settlement.

If the game ever reaches the post-shift state, Lemma 1 states that D
offers xt = p′R− cR = .5− .1 = .4 in every post-shift period. R accepts those
offers and earns .4; D earns the remainder, or 1− xt = .6.

In the pre-shift stage, if D offers xt = 0, R earns 0 for accepting and
pR − cR = .2 − .1 = .1 for rejecting. If R builds, D does not prevent, as it
earns 1−pR−cD = 1− .2− .3 = .5 for preventing and 1−δ+δ(1−p′R+cR) =
1− .9 + .9(1− .5 + .1) = .64 = 32

50 for advancing to the next period. In turn,
R earns 0 + δ(p′R − cR)− k(1− δ) = .9(.5− .1)− (1− .9) = .26 for building,
which is more than it receives for rejecting or accepting.

Alternatively, if D offers xt = p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ = .5− .1− 1(1−.9)

.9 = 13
45 ,

R earns 13
45 for accepting. In contrast, R receives only .1 for rejecting and 13

45
at most for building, so accepting is optimal. D earns 32

45 for this outcome,
whereas it receives only 32

50 if it offers xt = 0. Therefore, xt = 13
45 is the

optimal offer for D.
Figure 2 illustrates the bargaining dynamics of this specific example

drawn to scale, conceptualized as R and D negotiating over a strip of terri-
tory between their respective capitals. The top half represents the pre-shift
balance of power. If the rising state rejects the offer or D prevents, the
states fight to an expected outcome of pR, but pay their respective costs cR
and cD. The bottom half represents the post-shift balance of power. If the
states fight here, the average outcome swings in R’s favor to p′R.

The dashed line at p′R− cR−
k(1−δ)
δ is the equilibrium outcome. R must

receive more than the minimum acceptable amount (pR − cR) in a static
bargaining game, otherwise it can profitably shift power and enjoy great

14
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concessions in the future (p′R − cR). However, D need not offer p′R − cR to
induce R not to build. Indeed, the equilibrium outcome sees R receive less
in every period than it would in the future if R actually shifted power. D
effectively leverages the cost of building against R; the difference between
p′R − cR and the equilibrium outcome over time equals the discounted cost
that R pays to build. The efficiency of the equilibrium outcome ensures D’s
satisfaction; because R never pays the inefficient cost k, D can extract it out
of the negotiated settlement.

The butter-for-bombs equilibrium highlights the importance of potential
power to the stability of settlements. A sizeable literature in international
relations debates whether systems with states of relatively equal power are
more stable than systems where one state has a preponderance of power.12

The rationalist literature critiques these theories by noting that the differ-
ence between relative power and relative benefits underlies incentives for war
(Powell 1996). In that regard, in the static bargaining model illustrated in
Figure 2, any settlement on the interval [pR− cR, pR + cD] is satisfactory to
both parties.

Incorporating the possibility of shifting power changes the bargaining
range, however. D still must receive no less than its reservation value for
pre-shift war, or 1− pR − cD. Previously, war was R’s only outside option,
which paid pR−cR. Here, building is a better outside option. Thus, R must
now receive at least p′R − cR −

k(1−δ)
δ to not want to alter the status quo.

Therefore, the range of stable settlements in which the states do not fight
wars and power does not shift is the set [p′R − cR −

k(1−δ)
δ , 1− pR − cD].

Figure 3 illustrates D’s equilibrium offers in the pre-shift state as a func-
tion of p′R, with the parameters held fixed as in the earlier numerical ex-
ample. When p′R ∈ (15 ,

14
45), R cannot successfully recoup its building cost.

D therefore treats the bargaining problem as though power were static and
offers R its pre-shift reservation value for war, which R accepts. When
p′R ∈ (1445 ,

29
45), R can credibly threaten to build. D utilizes the butter-for-

bombs bargaining tactic, which induces R to accept the immediate conces-
sions and not build. Finally, when p′R ∈ (2945 , 1), R cannot credibly threaten
to build if it receives its pre-shift reservation value for war, as D responds to
building with preventive war. Consequently, D stands firm and still induces
R to accept.

This plot highlights R’s non-monotonic preferences over future power. If

12Although the literature goes far beyond these two works, see Morgenthau (1960)
for the balance of power argument and Blainey (1988) for the preponderance of power
argument.
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Figure 3: R’s equilibrium offer size as a function of p′R, with the same
parameters as Figure 2. When the shift is too small or too large, the rising
state cannot credibly threaten to build and thus receives no concessions. In
the middle range, the rising state’s potential power coerces concessions, and
its payoff is increasing in the extent of the potential shift.

the power shift is very small, the ability to build does not affect R’s payoff at
all. In the middle range, R can successfully threaten to shift power, which in
turn causes D to make concessions. Moreover, these concessions are increas-
ing in the extent of the power shift. However, the power shift eventually
becomes too great, and R cannot successfully build without inducing D to
intervene. Thus, R’s payoff drops precipitously, as though R does not have
the ability to shift power.

Finally, Figure 4 shows the set of stable outcomes for situations of static
and dynamic power. If the rising state cannot build additional weapons, then
any settlement on the interval [pR − cR, pR + cD] is Pareto improving over
war. If the rising state has access to weapons, then the range of settlements
that Pareto dominate power shifts and war is [p′R − cR −

k(1−δ)
δ , pR + cD].

Note that this is a subset of the Pareto dominant set in the static world.
This causes problems for an outside observer trying to understand which

game the states are playing. If the observer recorded an outcome on the
interval [pR− cR, p′R− cR−

k(1−δ)
δ ), then she knows the states are in a static

environment, otherwise the rising state could increase its payoff by shifting
power. However, if the outcome is on the interval [p′R−cR−

k(1−δ)
δ , pR+cD],

the observer cannot differentiate between a world in which the rising state
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Figure 4: The set of Pareto settlements in a static bargaining game versus
the dynamic bargaining game presented here.

cannot shift power and a world in which the rising state simply does not want
to. Time will not resolve this problem either; since the rising state’s potential
power is sufficient to extract the concessions, it never builds the weapons
and never demonstrates the dynamic nature of power in the interaction.

4 Analysis

During his time in office, U.S. President John F. Kennedy feared a world of
perhaps twenty-five nuclear states.13 And by 1964, five states (the United
States, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, France, and China) held
nuclear arsenals, perhaps signalling the dawn of a global nuclear age. Yet,
since the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty’s (NPT) creation in 1968, 190
countries have signed the treaty, and only North Korea has ever withdrawn.
Meanwhile, Israel, South Africa, India, and Pakistan are the only other
countries to have tested a nuclear bomb.14 So, at least thus far, the world
has not reached the nuclear tipping point that Kennedy feared.

Yet functional nuclear weapons provide inherent security and allow states
to coerce additional concessions out of their rivals during times of crisis
(Beardsley and Asal 2009). In light of this, why haven’t more states followed
in North Korea’s footsteps by withdrawing from the NPT and joining the
nuclear club?

The model provides a causal explanation: nuclear weapons are simply
not in high demand in the context of a bargaining game. Bargaining is
constant-sum; if nuclear weapons provide indirect benefits to their posses-
sors, then they must also indirectly hurt those who do not have them. Con-
sequently, those fearing proliferation have incentive to offer attractive deals
to shut down the nuclear contagion. Meanwhile, the potential proliferator

13Reiss 2004, 4.
14Of these, South Africa dismantled its weapons at the end of Apartheid.
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Figure 5: Equilibrium outcomes as a function of the cost to build and the
rising state’s level of future power. Investment only occurs in the region
containing the asterisk.

has incentive to listen. After all, nuclear weapons are far from free. Those
states would happily accept most of what they hope to gain from prolifer-
ating without investing in an actual nuclear test.

Figure 5 shows why demand is so low. When nuclear weapons cause too
great of a power shift relative to the declining state’s costs of intervention,
the rising state declines to proliferate so as to avoid preventive war. Here,
the declining state need not offer any carrots to induce compliance, as its
stick is a sufficient threat to deter the rising state. Moreover, deterrence
gives the declining state its best possible outcome, as it does not have to
resort to costly war.

As a result, a state seeking a nuclear arsenal must first shore up its
conventional deterrent, otherwise proliferation is not a strategically viable
option. Iran has correspondingly placed many of its nuclear facilities un-
derground. This location limits the damage from a possible aerial strike,
reducing the Israeli or American ability to effectively intervene.

But even if the potential proliferator can defend itself from an invasion,
it still might not want to seek nuclear weapons. After all, bombs are an
investment in the future. Such an investment is only sensible if it yields suf-
ficient returns. Thus, states will not proliferate if the financial cost of nuclear
weapons is too great. Moldova or Rwanda might view nuclear weapons as
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attractive in theory. However, the cost to proliferate would bankrupt those
countries before they could achieve a nuclear capacity. Similarly, states need
to have a contentious security issue for proliferation to make sense. Iceland
and Ireland have the technical know-how and financial resources to build
a bomb, but it is unclear what sort of benefits said bomb could bestow on
them.

Proliferation remains an ineffective strategy even as the attractiveness of
the investment increases. At this point, the potential rising state is condi-
tionally willing to shift power. But it is in the declining state’s best interest
to bribe the would-be nuclear state and avoid facing the consequences of a
much stronger rival. The states ultimately resolve the crisis without prolif-
eration, as the immediate concessions ensure that building a bomb will not
lead to a better outcome.

In fact, the NPT includes such concessions into its institutional frame-
work. Article III of the treaty explicitly gives non-nuclear states the right
to use nuclear technology for peaceful purposes, such as energy production
and chemotherapy. Moreover, on signing the NPT, nuclear powers offered
non-nuclear members access to this type of technology (Koremenos, Lipson,
and Snidal 2001, 770). Taiwanese nuclear power plants, for example, gen-
erate 20% of the island’s electricity but run exclusively on American fuel
(Mitchell 2004, 303-306).15

The United States has been active elsewhere in offering additional con-
siderations to states contemplating proliferation. In the 1960s, rivalry with
the North pushed South Korea (ROK) to begin researching nuclear tech-
nology. The program’s cost would have been manageable, but the United
States wished to limit South Korea’s ability to diverge from American inter-
ests. Ultimately, ROK dropped plans to create a nuclear deterrent when the
United States publicly extended its nuclear umbrella and threatened sanc-
tions if the Republic continued development (Mazarr 1995, 25-28). Still,
ROK President Park Chung Hee threatened to restart the program if the
United States ever removed the umbrella; indeed, ROK merely paused the
program for a few years before finally putting it to rest in 1980 (Hayes 1991,
205).

In this situation, the United States manipulated South Korea’s opportu-
nity cost. Without American support, ROK considered importing nuclear
technology from France to complete its program (Ha 1983, 179). Yet it

15Taiwan joined the NPT in 1968 as the Republic of China. Although no longer officially
a part of the NPT, Taiwan accedes to IAEA inspections as though it were still signed to
the treaty.
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is hard to imagine that South Korea could have earned considerably more
concessions from its rivals or varied its policy substantially from the Amer-
ican ideal point with its own arsenal. Since ROK is still technically at war
with the North, deterrence remains vital. However, the United States and
South Korea have similar preferences regarding North Korea, so ROK can
essentially free-ride on American coercive power. To be willing to build,
the South’s nuclear weapons program would have had to extract additional
concessions or further assurances. It is difficult to conceive of an issue that
would justify the development cost, especially since the U.S. threatened to
withdraw financial aid for ROK’s civilian nuclear program if it continued
toward proliferation (Pollack and Reiss 2004, 262-263).

The United States similarly dissuaded Australia from developing the
bomb. Australia, blessed with a large uranium reserve, first showed interest
in acquiring a nuclear device during World War II. In the following fifteen
years, the country worked heavily with the United Kingdom on research,
mining raw resources, and chemical processing. But that agreement was
short-lived, as the U.K. ended its working agreement with Australia in 1957
in favor of closer cooperation with the United States. After placing prolifera-
tion on the back burner for a few years, the question reemerged following the
United Kingdom’s decision to end its miliary presence in the Suez. Australia
grew concerned that the United States and United Kingdom would focus on
protecting their own continents and feared a conventional war against le-
gions of Chinese soldiers. A 1968 report estimated that Australia could
have a nuclear device within ten years at a modest upfront investment.16

However, Australia’s strategic concerns had evolved in the interim. Orig-
inally preparing for total war, Australia shifted its attention to limited war
after Dien Bien Phu (Reynolds 2000, 185). Nuclear weapons would not help
here, which led to Australia finally deactivating its program in 1970. At that
point, the United States was eager to gather support for the NPT. To elicit
Australia’s support, the U.S. argued that a nuclear war could not be local-
ized, and therefore the American nuclear umbrella would cover Australia;
tangibly, the U.S. extended scientific nuclear knowledge, allowed Australia
to reach a point just shy of developing a physical weapon, and gave Aus-
tralia a permanent seat on the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission
(Reynolds 2000, 196). These concessions convinced Australia to sign the
NPT and forgo further development.

Overall, the United States reached agreements with South Korea and
Australia largely because of the closeness of their ideal points. We should

16Reynolds 2000, 195.
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the interpret the investment cost k as a function of the price of the weapons
technology and intensity of the security relationship. Intense security rela-
tionships make bargaining leverage more important, which in turn shrinks
the relative size of k. Hence, countries like Australia and Canada can mostly
free-ride off of the American nuclear arsenal. On the other hand, Pakistan
and India faced intense security competition in the 1990s and lacked the
umbrella deterrent of a parent country. Thus, the cost of nuclear weapons
relative to issues at stake were small. Proliferation should be the expected
outcome in such a scenario.

As a final point, in negotiating with Iran today, it is important to note
that power shifts only occur in the model because the declining state prefers
to induce the rising state to build. When the parameters of the game match
Proposition 1, the rising state never builds because the declining state would
launch preventive war in response. When the parameters of the game match
Proposition 2, the rising state never builds because the weapons are more
costly than they are useful. When the parameters match Proposition 3, the
rising state only builds if k < δ(p′R−cR). However, the declining state could

still offer xt = p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ and induce the rising state to maintain the

status quo distribution of power. The declining state simply earns more by
shortchanging the rising state initially before conceding p′R − cR in every
post-shift period.

In this light, many of the concerns about Iranian duplicity are overstated.
For the past few years, the United States has engaged Iran in talks to shut
down the Iranian nuclear program in exchange for aid and assurances. Crit-
ics of this tactic argue that Iran will betray the international community if
it receives any concessions.17 That being the case, the United States should
hold its ground, as any rapprochement with Iran will harm the U.S. today
without having any effect on tomorrow.

Yet the model shows that such a strategy creates a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Standing firm in the present causes the rising state to redouble its efforts.
Forestalling negotiations therefore creates the exact nuclear problem the
U.S. seeks to avoid. The declining state can always buy off the rising state. It
is just a question of whether the declining state prefers impatiently hoarding
as much of the benefit for as long as possible to conceding a modest amount
throughout time.18

17See Bolton 2010, Krauthammer 2009, and Fly and Kristol 2010.
18Trade sanctions is a noteworthy component of U.S. strategy against Iran absent from

the model. However, just like war, sanctions are costly from both sides’ perspectives. As
a result, a range of Pareto dominant pre-shift offer still exists regardless of whether the
declining state has an outside option to impose sanctions.
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5 Endogenous Costs of Building

In review, the model demonstrates that proliferation should only occur when
preventive war is not an option and the costs of building are low. While this
explains why so few states have proliferated to date, there is growing con-
cern that cheaper nuclear material will ultimately cause an explosion of
proliferation. In terms of the model, this literature argues that the world is
progressively moving from the butter-for-bombs parameters to the prolifer-
ation parameters. As a result, declining states will be unwilling to concede
enough to rising states today, forcing them to go nuclear and extract greater
concessions tomorrow.

Meanwhile, other forms of weapons of mass destruction are less finan-
cially costly to develop. Thus, at first pass, the model suggests that devel-
opment of biological and chemical weapons may be inevitable. Yet multiple
treaties regulate the production and use of such technologies, just as the
NPT discourages proliferation. We may wonder why potential rising states
willingly accede to the terms of such treaties when low development costs
lead to a building outcome.

Proposition 4 provides a causal explanation. Surprisingly, rising states
have incentive to artificially inflate their costs of development, as they receive
their greatest payoffs when the costs are palpable.

Proposition 4: Suppose the game begins with the rising state
choosing a cost level k > 0. Then there exists a non-knife-edge
set of parameters for which R chooses a cost level strictly bound
above 0 in the unique stationary MPE.

To interpret this result, consider the rising state’s new choice. At the
beginning of the game, it chooses any strictly positive cost for building.
Since the cost to develop weapons is a deadweight loss for the rising state,
we might imagine it would choose some arbitrarily low value to make the
power transition as painless as possible.19

Yet this intuition is wrong. In fact, the rising state most prefers choosing
a cost to build well above 0. This cost level leads to an outcome which
Pareto dominates any outcome that results from a smaller cost. Moreover,
even though the rising state could have chosen a cost level to make building
nearly free, it ultimately chooses to maintain the status quo distribution of
power.

19Alternatively, we might believe no equilibrium exists, as the rising state could always
deviate to an even cheaper cost, as k is strictly bound above zero.
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For a sketch of the proof, consider two cases. First, if the game falls
into Proposition 1’s parameters, or δ > cD+cR

p′R−pR
, the rising state never builds

because the declining state will respond with preventive war. Note that these
parameters do not depend on the rising state’s decision on k. Therefore, the
rising state can choose any k in equilibrium, but the outcome remains the
same as before.

Alternatively, consider δ < cD+cR
p′R−pR

. Then the rising state can choose to

create low costs, medium costs, or high costs. If the rising state selects high
costs, then it cannot credibly threaten to build, and thus the declining state
offers no concessions. However, the rising state could choose a medium cost
which results in the butter-for-bombs outcome, and instead earn p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ . The choice for k ensures that this results in a greater payoff for the

rising state. Thus, creating high costs is not optimal.
In the medium range, note that the rising state’s payoff is strictly de-

creasing in k. As such, the rising state’s optimal k in that range is the
minimum, or k∗ = δ(p′R − cR), which appears in the parameters for Propo-
sition 3. The rising state’s ultimate payoff for that choice is:

p′R − cR −
k∗(1− δ)

δ
= δ(p′R − cR)

Finally, if the rising state selects a low cost, the declining state offers the
rising state 0 in the pre-shift stage and p′R− cR in the post-shift stages. The
rising state’s payoff for such an outcome is:

δ(p′R − cR)− k(1− δ)

But recall that k is strictly positive. Therefore, choosing lower costs
actually leads to a worse payoff. The rising state instead optimally selects
k∗ = δ(p′R − cR).

Figure 6 illustrates the rising state’s payoff as a function of its cost to
build. Note that the first range peaks near 0 and decreases as k increases,
since the rising state pays that k to build in equilibrium. However, when k
reaches the critical value k∗, the rising state’s payoff jumps back to where
it would be at exactly k = 0. It then decreases because the declining state
reduces the size of its immediate concessions as k increases. When k finally
hits the highest range, the precise value is irrelevant, as the rising state never
builds in any of those cases.

For further intuition, recall that bargaining is constant-sum. When the
declining state chooses to force the rising state to build, it does so because it
earns more through bargaining via the inefficient route. However, the rising
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Figure 6: The rising state’s payoff as a function of its cost k. The rising
state maximizes its payoff at k = 0 and k = δ(p′R − cR). Thus, if the rising
state must choose a strictly positive cost, it optimally selects δ(p′R − cR).
The corresponding outcome Pareto dominates the outcomes with lower cost
levels.

state receives the remainder of the bargain and pays the investment cost.
This deadweight loss ultimately comes out of the rising state’s payoff and
causes the discontinuity in Figure 6.

Proposition 4’s result improves our understanding of international law
on weapons bans. Breaking such treaties forces states to pay various types
of costs that would not exist had the states not originally signed. For ex-
ample, joining a treaty can rally domestic factions who support its goals,
which makes quashing them more difficult later on (Simmons 2009, 125-147).
Alternatively, non-governmental organizations can “name and shame” vio-
lators (Hafner-Burton 2008; Franklin 2008), which leads to additional diplo-
matic scrutiny and economic sanctions. Signatories can deflect some of the
heat by waiting for sunset provisions (Koremenos 2005) or escape clauses
(Rosendorff and Milner 2001), but delay is costly in its own right, and some
arms treaties are permanent in theory.

Moreover, many weapons treaties force signatories to consent to weapons
inspections; the International Atomic Energy Agency handles this for states
acceding to the NPT, while the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons verifies compliance to the Chemical Weapons Convention. If states
choose to pursue these types of weapons anyway, their cost to develop the
new technology correspondingly increases. But Proposition 4 shows this
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latter problem is ultimately not a concern. As it turns out, states that
might be tempted to pursue these weapons have a vested interest in keeping
their cost artificially high. Adhering to weapons inspections accomplishes
this precise task. Thus, these institutions lead to Pareto improving outcomes
even in the absence of incomplete information.

6 Conclusion

This paper investigated whether rising states can successfully extract con-
cessions with the mere threat of building weapons rather than with fully
realized power. The formal model elucidated many important facets of such
an interaction. First, if the extent of a potential power shift or the cost
of weapons is too great, the rising state cannot credibly threaten to build,
and thus the declining state offers no concessions. Those cases aside, power
shifts are still not inevitable. If the cost to build remains relatively high,
the declining state optimally offers immediate concessions. The rising state
responds by accepting and not building; although shifting power yields fur-
ther concessions, the extra amount does not cover the construction costs.
Power only shifts when the cost is low.

These conclusions imply noteworthy empirical predictions. To begin, al-
though international demand for greater realized power appears to be great,
most of that incentive disappears within the confines of a bargaining game.
The international system is most stable when the distribution of benefits
reflects both realized and unrealized power. Moreover, the equilibrium out-
comes when investment costs are palpable Pareto dominate the outcomes
when costs are low. This explains the creation of international treaties that
prohibit certain weapons, even though such treaties appear to hinder those
who have the most incentive to break them.

On a broader scale, this paper contributes to political science’s under-
standing of power. Actors need not have the ability to physically compel
a rival today to still induce it to take actions it would not otherwise take.
Indeed, an actor’s strength in a hypothetical future is enough to coerce the
rival in the present. Yet that compliant response today means the future
power goes unrealized. Thus, when we study the hierarchical patterns in
international relations, we ought to expect power to at as an “invisible fist”;
states can maintain order without even creating direct enforceability mech-
anisms.20

20For more on hierarchy in international relations, see Lake 2009.
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Some extensions to the model could broaden our understanding of the
credibility of the butter-for-bombs agreements. Shifting power is not the
only dynamic the states must worry about. For example, war exhaustion
could factor into Iran’s decision to proliferate. At present, after being bogged
down in Afghanistan and Iraq for a decade, the United States has a difficult
time credibly threatening intervention. However, time will alleviate Ameri-
can war exhaustion, at which point the U.S. could cut concessions to Iran. In
turn, this might trigger Iran to proliferate despite the availability of butter-
for-bombs agreements, as the nuclear weapons will force the concessions to
continue into the future.

Second, the model assumes that the rising state will always have the abil-
ity to build in the future. But black market arms dealers such as A.Q. Khan
can come and go. A rising state may therefore face a now-or-never build-
ing decision. Butter-for-bombs agreements are only enforceable because the
rising state can build if the declining state ever deviates. Thus, if the black
market wavers, the declining state’s offers will as well, which in turn may
trigger the rising state to purchase when the product is available.

Finally, the model suggests an empirically testable hypothesis. If nuclear
powers perform better in crises than non-nuclear powers, states should be
able to anticipate this. A combatant might concede an issue today, knowing
that failure to do so will lead to the rival’s proliferation tomorrow. Thus,
rather than ultimately give up the point of contention and deal with the
negative externalities of the rival’s proliferation, the state might yield from
the start. States better equipped to proliferate–not just those who already
have nuclear weapons–should perform better on average.

7 Appendix

This appendix covers missing aspects of the proof, including full proofs for
Lemma 1, Proposition 1, Proposition 2, and Proposition 4. In addition, it
contains the uniqueness proof for Proposition 3 and proofs for the missing
parameter space of the main model.

7.1 Proof of Lemma 1

Existence: Suppose there exists a stationary MPE in which x∗t is offered in
every period. First, we show that R must accept xt > p′R−cR. Let V (accept)
be R’s continuation value for accepting. Since R can always reject and lock
in p′R − cR for the rest of time, it follows that V (accept) ≥ p′R − cR. Thus,
accepting xt > p′R − cR is strictly better than rejecting if:
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(1− δ)xt + δV (accept) > p′R − cR
Using V (accept) = p′R − cR as a lower bound, we can show this by

demonstrating the following:

(1− δ)xt + δ(p′R − cR) > p′R − cR
x > p′R − cR

This holds, so R must accept.
Now we show that R must reject xt < p′R−cR. Rejecting earns R p′R−cR

for the game. Thus, R must reject if:

p′R − cR > (1− δ)xt + δ(V (accept))

Suppose this did not hold. Then it must be that R accepts because
V (accept) > pR − cR. For V (accept) to be that large, D must offer R more
than p′R− cR in each period. But if R optimally accepts when xt < p′R− cR,
it cannot be optimal for D to offer more than p′R − cR since D’s payoff is
strictly decreasing in xt and R is willing to accept a smaller amount. Given
that, R must reject.

The above proof implies that R could accept or reject if x = p′R − cR.
To prove existence of the equilibrium, assume R accepts with probability 1
when indifferent.

Now suppose x∗t is a stationary MPE strategy for D. If x∗t > p′R − cR,
then R accepts in every period, and D earns 1 − x∗t . However, D could

profitably deviate to xt =
x∗t+p

′
R−cR
2 in period t. R still accepts. This is a

profitable deviation if the following holds:

(1− δ)(1−
x∗t + p′R − cR

2
) + δ(1− x∗t ) > 1− x∗t

x∗t > p′R − cR
This holds. Thus, x∗t cannot be greater than p′R − cR.
If x∗t < p′R− cR, then R rejects, leading to an absorbing state in which D

earns 1− p′R − cD. However, D could make a one-shot deviation to xt = p′R
for the period. R accepts, and D earns 1 − p′R for that period and its war
payoff 1− p′R − cD for the rest of time. Thus, this is a profitable deviation,
as 1− p′R > 1− p′R − cD.

Finally, if x∗t = p′R−cR, then R accepts these offers, and D earns 1−p′R+
cR. D cannot make any profitable deviations. If it deviates to xt < p′R − cR
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in a period, R rejects, and D earns 1− p′R − cD for that period and the rest
of time, which is less than what it earns for maintaining the strategy and
earning 1−p′R+cR instead. Meanwhile, if D offers xt > p′R−cR in a period,
R still accepts. However, D earns strictly less for that period and maintains
its same payoffs for the rest of time, so this is not a profitable deviation.
Thus, the strategies in Lemma 1 are a stationary MPE.

Uniqueness: The remaining case is to show that R cannot accept with
probability q ∈ [0, 1). For proof by contradiction, suppose such a stationary
MPE existed. Then in any period of the post-shift state, D earns 1−p′R+cR
with probability q and 1−p′R−cD for the rest of time with probability 1−q.
Thus, D receives a payoff of:

q(1− p′R + cR)(1− δ) + (1− q)(1− p′R − cD)

+qδ[q(1− p′R + cR)(1− δ) + (1− q)(1− p′R − cD)]

+q2δ2[q(1− p′R + cR)(1− δ) + (1− q)(1− p′R − cD)]

+...

This is a geometric series with discount rate qδ and base [q(1 − p′R +
cR)(1 − δ) + (1 − q)(1 − p′R − cD)]. Therefore, we can write D’s expected
utility as:

q(1− p′R + cR)(1− δ) + (1− q)(1− p′R − cD)

1− qδ
There exists a one-shot profitable deviation in period t if there exists an

x′t > pR − cR such that the following condition holds:

(1− x′t)(1− δ) + δ

(
q(1− p′R + cR)(1− δ) + (1− q)(1− p′R − cD)

1− qδ

)

>
q(1− p′R + cR)(1− δ) + (1− q)(1− p′R − cD)

1− qδ
Substantial algebraic manipulation eventually yields the following:

x′t < p′R +
cD(1− q)− qcR(1− δ)

1− qδ
So a profitable deviation exists if there exists an x′t such that:

p′R − cR < x′t < p′R +
cD(1− q)− qcR(1− δ)

1− qδ
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One exists if:

p′R − cR < p′R +
cD(1− q)− qcR(1− δ)

1− qδ
(cD + cR)(1− q) > 0

This holds, since q < 1. Therefore, a profitable deviation exists, meaning
no stationary MPE exists in which R accepts with probability q ∈ [0, 1) when
indifferent between accepting and rejecting.

7.2 Proof of Proposition 1

Existence: Suppose there exists a stationary MPE in which D offers x∗t .
Consider how R must behave in response to xt > pR − cR. R cannot build
when xt ≥ pR − cR. If R does, D prevents if:

1− pR − cD > (1− xt)(1− δ) + δ(1− p′R + cR)

Note that because xt ≥ pR − cR in this case, we have (1− pR + cR)(1−
δ) + δ(1 − p′R + cR) ≥ (1 − xt)(1 − δ) + δ(1 − p′R + cR). Therefore, we
may show that preventing is optimal for D by instead demonstrating the
following inequality:

1− pR − cD > (1− pR + cR)(1− δ) + δ(1− p′R + cR)

δ >
cD + cR
p′R − pR

This inequality holds for Proposition 1. R earns pR − cR − k(1− δ) for
this outcome. However, R could reject and earn pR−cR instead, a profitable
deviation.

In choosing between accept and reject, R must accept if:

xt(1− δ) + δV (accept) > pR − cR
Similar to Lemma 1, R is always capable of rejecting and locking in a

payoff of pR−cR. Thus, it must be that V (accept) ≥ pR−cR. Using pR−cR
as a lower bound, R must accept if xt > pR − cR. R could accept or reject
if xt = pR − cR. Assume for now that R accepts with probability 1.

If xt < pR − cR, it cannot be the case that R accepts. Rejecting and
earning pR − cR is better for R if:

pR − cR > (1− δ)xt + δV (accept)
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For this to fail to hold, it must be that V (accept) > pR − cR. But this
cannot be the case in equilibrium. If R accepts xt < pR − cR, D would
unwilling to offer larger amounts, as D’s payoff is strictly decreasing in xt.
D also would not be willing to offer an amount that induces R to build
either. R would only build if it produced a payoff greater than pR − cR.
But since bargaining is constant sum, if R earns more than pR − cR from
bargaining, it must be the case that D earns less than 1 − pR + cR. Yet D
could offer an acceptable xt < pR − cR and earn more. Therefore, R cannot
accept xt < pR − cR.

In turn, there can be no stationary MPE in which D offers x∗t > pR−cR,

as D could make a one-time deviation in period t to xt =
x∗t+pR−cR

2 and still
induce R to accept. This gives D a strictly greater payoff for period t while
maintaining its same payoffs for the rest of time.

There also can be no stationary MPE in which D offers x∗t < pR − cR.
R must reject or build. If R rejects in equilibrium, D earns 1 − pR − cD.
However, D could profitably deviate by offering xt = pR in period t. This
induces R to accept and gives D a strictly greater payoff for period t while
maintaining the same payoffs for the rest of time. If R builds in equilibrium,
if D responds by preventing, D earns the same war payoff as before and
could profitably deviate to xt = pR in period t.

Lastly, D cannot make an equilibrium offer which induces R to build if
D does not prevent. For R to want to build in this situation, the following
must hold:

x∗t (1− δ) + δ(p′R − cR)− k(1− δ) ≥ pR − cR

x∗t ≥
pR − cR

1− δ
−
δ(p′R − cR)

1− δ
+ k

But D has a profitable one-shot deviation in period t if it offers pR−cR+ε
(with ε > 0) and the following holds:

(1− x∗t )(1− δ) + δ(1− p′R + cR)

> (1− pR + cR − ε)(1− δ) + δ[(1− x∗t )(1− δ) + δ(1− p′R + cR)]

x∗t <
pR − cR

1− δ
−
δ(p′R − cR)

1− δ
+

ε

1− δ
Stringing together the last two inequalities shows the values of x∗t for

which those strategies are mutually optimal:
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pR − cR
1− δ

−
δ(p′R − cR)

1− δ
+ k ≤ x∗t <

pR − cR
1− δ

−
δ(p′R − cR)

1− δ
+

ε

1− δ
A profitable deviation exists if there exists a value for ε such that:

pR − cR
1− δ

−
δ(p′R − cR)

1− δ
+ k <

pR − cR
1− δ

−
δ(p′R − cR)

1− δ
ε > k(1− δ)

The value k is strictly positive. Thus, we can always find an ε that gives
D a profitable deviation. Consequently, there can be no stationary MPE in
which D offers xt < pR − cR, R builds, and D does not prevent.

In turn, if δ > cD+cR
p′R−pR

, D offers xt = pR − cR every period, R accepts

these offers, and the game continues peacefully in the stationary MPE.
This leaves x∗t = pR − cR as the only option. R accepts and D earns

1 − pR + cR. If D deviates to a larger xt, R still accepts, but this is a
needless concession for D. If D deviates to a smaller xt, R rejects or builds.
In either scenario, D earns more from offering x∗t = pR − c−R.

Uniqueness: For proof by contradiction, suppose R could accept with
probability q in a stationary MPE. Then in any period of the pre-shift state,
D earns 1−pR+cR with probability q and 1−pR−cD for the rest of time with
probability 1 − q. But these are the same payoffs as the uniqueness proof
for Lemma 1, except we have replaced p′R with pR. Nevertheless, continuing
with that substitution, all further steps of the uniqueness proof for Lemma
1 apply. Therefore, no other stationary MPE exist.

7.3 Proof of Proposition 2

Existence: Suppose there exists a stationary MPE in which D offers x∗t .
Begin by noting that R cannot build regardless of D’s offers for these pa-
rameters. If R builds, it earns pR − cR − k(1− δ) if D prevents in response
and xt(1− δ) + δ(p′R− cR)−k(1− δ) if D does not. In the first case, R could
profitably deviate to reject in period t and earn pR − cR, which is strictly
better than receiving the same payoff but paying k(1 − δ). In the second
case, if xt ≥ pR − cR, R could make a one-shot deviation to accepting in
period t. This is a profitable deviation if:

xt(1− δ) + δV (accept) > xt(1− δ) + δ(p′R − cR)− k(1− δ)
Recalling that V (accept) must be at least pR−cR, we can show the above

inequality holds by instead showing:
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xt(1− δ) + δV (accept) > xt(1− δ) + δ(p′R − cR)− k(1− δ)

Since xt ≥ pR − cR, this holds if:

pR − cR > p′R − cR −
k(1− δ)

δ

δ <
k

k + p′R − pR
This holds for Proposition 2. Moreover, note that this implies that R

must accept if xt > pR− cR, since rejecting gives R a payoff of pR− cR while
accepting gives R xt > pR − cR for the period and a continuation value of
at least pR − cR for the rest of time.

If xt < pR − cR, building remains suboptimal. Instead, R could make a
one-shot deviation to rejecting in period t. This is a profitable deviation if:

pR − cR > (pR − cR)(1− δ) + δ(p′R − cR)− k(1− δ)

δ <
k

k + p′R − pR
Again, this holds for Proposition 2.
Meanwhile, R cannot accept if xt < pR−cR. It earns (1−δ)xt+V (accept)

for this outcome. This can only be as good as rejecting if V (accept) >
pR − cR, but D cannot be willing to make offers larger than pR − cR if R is
willing to accept some xt < pR − cR.

Thus, R accepts if xt > pR−cR, rejects if xt < pR−cR, and could accept
or reject if xt = pR − cR. As usual, assume that R accepts with probability
1 in this case for now.

Now suppose x∗t > pR − cR. R must accept. However, D could make a

one-shot profitable deviation by offering xt =
x∗t+pR−cR

2 instead in period t.
R must still accept. In turn, this is profitable for D if:(

1− x∗t + pR − cR
2

)
(1− δ) + δ(1− x∗t ) > 1− x∗t

x∗t > pR − cR
So x∗t cannot be greater than pR − cR.
Moving on, suppose x∗t < pR − cR. R rejects here. But D could make a

one-shot deviation to xt = pR in period t. This is profitable if:

(1− pR)(1− δ) + δ(1− pR − cD) > 1− pR − cD
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cD > 0

.
Since this holds, x∗t cannot be less than pR − cR.
This leaves x∗t = pR − cR as the only remaining possibility. R accepts,

and D earns 1−pR+ cR. D cannot profitably deviate once to any xt < x∗t in
period t; this causes R to reject, changing D’s payoff to 1−pR−cD. Likewise,
D cannot profitably deviate once to any xt > x∗t in period t. Although R
still accepts, D earns xt for the period instead of x∗t while maintaining the
same future payoffs, which is strictly worse.

Therefore, in the stationary MPE, D offers x∗t = pR− cR, and R accepts.

Uniqueness: We must now show that R cannot accept with probability
q ∈ [0, 1) and reject with complementary probability.21

For proof, suppose R could accept with probability q in a stationary
MPE. Then in any period of the pre-shift state, D earns 1 − pR + cR with
probability q and 1 − pR − cD for the rest of time with probability 1 − q.
Once again, these are the same payoffs as the uniqueness proof for Lemma
1, except we have replaced p′R with pR. Nevertheless, continuing with that
substitution, all further steps of the uniqueness proof for Lemma 1 apply.
Therefore, no other stationary MPE exist.

7.4 Uniqueness of Proposition 3

If the game falls under the parameters of Proposition 3 and k > δ(p′R− cR),

the body of the paper proved that D must offer p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ in every

stationary MPE. This section shows that there are no stationary MPE in
which R does not accept with probability 1.

For proof by contradiction, suppose there existed a stationary MPE in
which R accepted with probability q ∈ [0, 1) and built with complementary
probability. Similar to the proof for the uniqueness of Lemma 1, D’s ex-
pected utility is a geometric series with discount rate qδ and base payoff
of:

21We can rule out the possibility of R building as a knife-edge condition. That is, such
a case requires R’s war payoff to be exactly equal to R receiving its pre-shift war payoff
in the first period and its post-shift share of the bargain minus its costs, or:

pR − cR
1 − δ

= pR − cR +
δ(p′R − cR)

1 − δ
− k

p′R = pR + k

However, this is a knife-edge condition by definition.
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q

[(
1− p′R + cR +

k(1− δ)
δ

)
(1− δ)

]
+(1− q)

[
(1− p′R + cR +

k(1− δ)
δ

)(1− δ) + δ(1− p′R + cR)

]
Let [∗] be the sum of this geometric series. D can profitably deviate to

some x′t > p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ , which forces R to accept with probability 1, in

period t if the following condition holds:

(1− x′t)(1− δ) + δ[∗] > [∗]

x′t < 1− [∗]

In turn, such a value exists if:

p′R − cR −
k(1− δ)

δ
< x′t < 1− [∗]

p′R − cR −
k(1− δ)

δ
< 1− [∗]

Substantial algebraic manipulation eventually yields k(1− δ) > 0. This

holds. As such, if R accepts xt = p′R−cR−
k(1−δ)
δ with probability q ∈ [0, 1),

D has a profitable deviation. Consequently, there exists no stationary MPE
in which R accepts xt = p′R − cR −

k(1−δ)
δ with probability q ∈ [0, 1) and

therefore the equilibrium presented in Proposition 3 is unique.

7.5 Proof of Proposition 4

Proposition 4 states that if R can choose a strictly positive cost level k at
the beginning of the game, it chooses k∗ = δ(p′R − cR). We can conceive
of this game as the original model with a new state of the world. Here,
the game begins in a selection state which automatically transitions to the
pre-shift state of the world. Thus, R makes a one-time decision about the
cost level which persists through time. The states earn no payoffs until the
end of the first pre-shift period.

The case when δ > cD+cR
p′R−pR

is trivial and described in the body of the

paper, so we focus on δ < cD+cR
p′R−pR

here. The middle range for p′R which

Proposition 4 refers to requires that p′R < min{pRδ , pR + cD + cR}. The first
value ensures that butter for bombs agreements can be made for some k;
the second value ensures that these D prefers reaching a butter for bombs
settlement to offering so much to R that D would prevent if R built in
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response. We also require that p′R >
pR−cR+δcR

δ2
, which ensures that R has a

strong enough bargaining position in the post-shift state of the world that
it is willing to build in response to being offered 0 even when D is willing to
agree to a butter for bombs deal. In total, these assumptions ensure that R
can choose a value for k that follows the parameter space for Proposition 3.

If the subgame beginning with the first pre-shift period has a unique
stationary MPE for every k, it is sufficient to look at R’s payoff for all
values of k and conclude that R’s optimal strategy is to pick the particular
k (or values of k) that maximize R’s payoff.

However, the main proof ignores two knife-edge conditions for k: k =
δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ and k = δ(p′R − cR). This was acceptable when k was exogenous.
But Proposition 4 endogenizes k, which invalidates this sidestepping.

The case where
δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ turns out to be trivial after solving for the
other case. So consider k = δ(p′R − cR). Suppose there exists a stationary

MPE in which D offers x∗t . If D offers x∗t = p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ , R remains

indifferent between accepting and building. If R accepts with probability 1,
then D has no profitable deviation for the same reasons as in Proposition
3. Moreover, there can be no stationary MPE in which R accepts with
probability q ∈ [0, 1), as the uniqueness proof of Proposition 3 applies here
as well.

That leaves us to check offer sizes larger or smaller than p′R−cR−
k(1−δ)
δ .

No x∗t > p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ can be optimal for D, since D could profitably

deviate to the midpoint between that offer and p′R− cR−
k(1−δ)
δ , still induce

R to accept, and earn strictly more.
Lastly, we must check for equilibria in which x∗t < p′R − cR − k(1−δ)

δ .

The proof for Proposition 3 showed that x∗t ∈ (0, p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ ) cannot

be optimal, which leaves us with just xt = 0. In this case, D is indifferent
between offering 0 and offering p′R − cR −

k(1−δ)
δ , as D earns 1− δp′R + δcR

regardless. To work through this, we must show that D cannot offer x∗t = 0
in a stationary Markov perfect equilibrium if R selects k = δ(p′R − cR).

In that vein, suppose after R selects k = δ(p′R − cR) and D offers xt =

p′R − cR − k(1−δ)
δ with probability q ∈ [0, 1) and xt = 0 with probability

1−q. Imagine that R is randomly offered p′R−cR−
k(1−δ)
δ in period t. Then

R’s best case scenario is for D to offer xt = p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ in all future

periods. This allows us to establish an upper limit on R’s payoff to derive a
profitable deviation. R’s expected utility for this scenario is the following:
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q

(
p′R − cR −

k∗(1− δ)
δ

)
+ (1− q)[δ(p′R − cR)− k∗(1− δ)]

qδ(p′R − cR) + (1− q)δ2(p′R − cR)

To show that R has a profitable deviation in the selection stage, suppose
R chose a k′ > δ(p′R − cR). This causes D to offer pR − cR − k(1−δ)

δ with
probability 1. The deviation is profitable if the following holds:

p′R − cR −
k′(1− δ)

δ
> qδ(p′R − cR) + (1− q)δ2(p′R − cR)

k′ <
δ(p′R − cR)

1− δ
−
qδ2(p′R − cR)

1− δ
−

(1− q)δ3(p′R − cR)

1− δ
There exists such a k′ if the following holds:

δ(p′R − cR) < k′ <
δ(p′R − cR)

1− δ
−
qδ2(p′R − cR)

1− δ
−

(1− q)δ3(p′R − cR)

1− δ

δ(p′R − cR) <
δ(p′R − cR)

1− δ
−
qδ2(p′R − cR)

1− δ
−

(1− q)δ3(p′R − cR)

1− δ
q < 1

This holds. Therefore, no stationary MPE exists in which D puts positive
probability on offering xt = 0 when k = δ(p′R − cR).

Now consider R’s equilibrium choice k∗. Choosing a k∗ < δ(p′R − cR)
cannot be an equilibrium, since this eventually forces R to pay the cost, and
R can profitably deviate by halving that cost. Likewise, R cannot optimally
choose a k∗ > δ(p′R − cR). Depending on the value of k∗, D either induces

R to accept pR − cR − k(1−δ)
δ or induces R to accept pR − cR. The first case

clearly is not optimal for R, as R’s payoff is decreasing in k∗, and thus R
could profitably deviate to the midpoint between that k∗ and δ(p′R − cR).
The second case is not optimal for R if:

δ(p′R − cR) > pR − cR
cR(1− δ) > pR − δp′R

Recall that p′R >
pR
δ , so the right side of the inequality is strictly negative.

Since the left side of the inequality is strictly positive, the inequality holds,
and therefore the second case is not optimal for R either.
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This leaves k∗ = δ(p′R − cR) as the only remaining possibility. The only

way R has no profitable deviation is if D offers pR−cR− k(1−δ)
δ in the pre-shift

period when indifferent between offering that 0. Consequently, in the unique
stationary Markov perfect equilibrium, R chooses k∗ in cost selection state,
D offers x∗t = p′R− cR−

k∗(1−δ)
δ in every pre-shift period, and R accepts.

7.6 Missing Parameter Space

The proof for Proposition 3 assumed that δ > pR−cR+k
p′R−cR+k

and k >
δ(p′R−pR+cD+cR)

(1−δ) .

This section provides the proof for when the parameters create different
cases.

7.6.1 If δ < pR−cR+k
p′R−cR+k

and k >
δ(p′R−pR+cD+cR)

(1−δ)

Suppose there exists a stationary MPE in which D offers x∗t . If δ < pR−cR+k
p′R−cR+k

,

D offering R xt = 0 induces R to reject rather than build. As a result, D

can induce three behaviors from R. If xt ∈ [0,
pR−δp′R

1−δ − cR + k), R rejects; if

xt ∈ [
pR−δp′R

1−δ − cR+k, p′R− cR−
k(1−δ)
δ ), R builds and D does not prevent; if

xt ∈ [p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ , 1], R accepts. In the first case, D earns 1− pR − cD;

in the second case, D earns (1 − xt)(1 − δ) + δ(1 − p′R + cR); in the third
case, D earns 1− xt.

Since D’s payoff is strictly decreasing in xt, x
∗
t cannot be from the set

(
pR−δp′R

1−δ −cR+k, p′R−cR−
k(1−δ)
δ ), since D could make a one-time deviation

to the midpoint between
pR−δp′R

1−δ − cR + k and that offer in period t and still
induce R to build. This leaves D with a strictly greater payoff in period t
and identical payoffs thereafter, which shows that the deviation is profitable.

Likewise, it cannot be the case that x∗t > p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ . Here, D

could make a one-time deviation to the midpoint between p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ

and that offer size in period t, which still induces R to accept. This is a
profitable deviation, as D earns slightly more in period t while maintaining
the same payoff in every future period.

Furthermore, x∗t cannot be from [0,
pR−δp′R

1−δ − cR +k). If it were, D could

make a one-shot deviation to offering x′t > pR−cR− k(1−δ)
δ in period t. This

induces R to accept. Such a deviation is profitable for D if:

(1− x′t)(1− δ) + δ(1− pR − cD) > 1− pR − cD
x′t < pR + cR
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Such an x′t exists if the following holds:

p′R − cR −
k(1− δ)

δ
< xt < pR + cD

p′R − cR −
k(1− δ)

δ
< pR + cD

k >
δ(p′R − pR + cD + cR)

(1− δ)
This holds. Therefore, no stationary MPE exists in which D offers an

amount that leads to a pre-shift war.
That leaves x∗t = p′R − cR − k(1−δ)

δ (which induces R to accept) and

x∗t =
pR−δp′R

1−δ − cR + k (which induces R to build) as possible stationary
MPE strategies. D cannot profitably deviate from the high offer to the
medium offer in period t if the following holds:

1− p′R + cR +
k(1− δ)

δ
> 1− pR + cR − k(1− δ)

k >
p′R − pR
1
δ − δ

So if k >
p′R−pR

1
δ
−δ , there exists a stationary MPE in which D offers x∗t =

p′R − cR −
k(1−δ)
δ and induces R to accept.

By analogous argument, if k >
p′R−pR

1
δ
−δ , it must be that x∗t =

pR−δp′R
1−δ −

cR + k, which induces R to build.

7.6.2 If δ > pR−cR+k
p′R−cR+k

and k <
δ(p′R−pR+cD+cR)

(1−δ)

Suppose there exists a stationary MPE in which D offers x∗t . For every

xt ≥
pR+cD−δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ , D can credibly threaten preventive war. In turn, R

cannot profitably deviate from accepting to rejecting or building if:22

pR + cD − δ(p′R − cR)

1− δ
> pR − cR

22If R builds in period t, D prevents in this case, and R receives its war payoff but pays
the investment cost. Thus, we show that no profitable deviation exists by using R’s payoff
for rejecting, since having no profitable deviation there implies that R cannot profitably
deviate to building either.
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δ <
cD + cR
p′R − pR

This holds, as Proposition 1 covers the case where δ < cD+cR
p′R−pR

. So in

every stationary MPE, R accepts if xt ≥
pR+cD−δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ .

If xt <
pR+cD−δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ , then the proof for Proposition 3 shows that R’s
best response is to build, and D responds by advancing to the post-shift
state.

Thus, D has two options: offer xt ≥
pR+cD−δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ or offer xt <
pR+cD−δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ . It cannot be the case that x∗t >
pR+cD−δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ , as D
could make a one-shot deviation in period t to offering the midpoint be-

tween that x∗t and
pR+cD−δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ , which still induces R to accept. This
is a profitable deviation because D maintains the same future payoffs but
earns strictly more in period t by making the smaller offer.

Likewise, it cannot be the case that x∗t ∈ (0,
pR+cD−δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ ). D could
make a one-shot deviation in period t by halving that offer size. This still
induces R to build. However, the deviation is profitable because D receives
the same payoffs in the future but receives strictly more in period t by
making the smaller offer.

This leaves two possible stationary MPE strategies for D: x∗t = 0 or x∗t =
pR+cD−δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ . To prove that offering 0 can be played in a stationary MPE,
it is sufficient to show that D cannot have a profitable one-shot deviation in
period t which induces R to accept. This holds if:

1−δ+δ(1−p′R+cR) > (1−
pR + cD − δ(p′R − cR)

1− δ
)(1−δ)+δ[1−δ+δ(1−p′R+cR)]

p′R <
pR + cD − δ2cR

2δ − δ2
So if this holds, there exists a stationary MPE in which D offers xt = 0

in the pre-shift periods and R builds.

By analogous argument, if p′R > pR+cD−δ2cR
2δ−δ2 , there exists a stationary

MPE in which D offers
pR+cD−δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ in the pre-shift periods and R ac-
cepts.

7.6.3 If δ < pR−cR+k
p′R−cR+k

and k <
δ(p′R−pR+cD+cR)

(1−δ)

Suppose there exists a stationary MPE in which D offers x∗t . It cannot be

the case that x∗t >
pR+cD−δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ or x∗t ∈ (
pR−δp′R

1−δ −cR+k,
pR+cD−δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ )
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for the reasons described in the previous proof. This leaves us with three

equilibrium possibilities: x∗t ∈ [0,
pR−δp′R

1−δ − cR + k), x∗t =
pR−δp′R

1−δ − cR + k

and x∗t =
pR+cD−δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ .

Suppose x∗t ∈ [0,
pR−δp′R

1−δ − cR + k). R responds by rejecting. D earns
1−pR−cD for this outcome. For there to be no profitable one-shot deviation

in period t, it must be the case that there exists no xt ∈ (
pR−δp′R

1−δ − cR +

k,
pR+cD−δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ ) such that:

(1− xt)(1− δ) + δ(1− p′R + cR) > 1− pR − cD

xt <
pR + cD − δ(p′R − cR)

1− δ
But there trivially exists such an xt. As such, D can profitably deviate in

period t to offering any such xt, which implies that x∗t /∈ [0,
pR−δp′R

1−δ −cR+k).

This leaves x∗t = {pR−δp
′
R

1−δ −cR+k,
pR+cD−δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ } as the only remaining

possibilities. To prove x∗t =
pR−δp′R

1−δ − cR + k, it is sufficient to show that D
cannot have a profitable one-shot deviation in period t which induces R to
accept. This holds if:

[
1−

pR − δp′R
1− δ

+ cR − k
]

(1−δ)+δ(1−p′R+cR) > 1−
pR + cD − δ(p′R − cR)

1− δ

k <
cD + cR + δ(pR − p′R)

(1− δ)2

So if that holds, there exists a stationary MPE in which D offers x∗t =
pR−δp′R

1−δ − cR + k in the pre-shift periods and R builds.

By analogous argument, if k <
cD+cR+δ(pR−p′R)

(1−δ)2 , there exists a stationary

MPE in which D offers xt =
pR+cD−δ(p′R−cR)

1−δ in the pre-shift periods and R
accepts.
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